1. Introduction. The title of this article requires some explanation. The term "abstract algebra" was used to indicate that we shall deal with purely algebraic objects like groups, algebras and Lie algebras rather than topological groups, topological algebras, and so on. The method of study is also purely algebraic but is the replica of an algebraic process which has been widely used in topology, thus the words "toplogical methods" could be replaced by "algebraic methods suggested by algebraic topology." These purely algebraic theories do, however, have several applications in topology.
The algebraic process borrowed from topology is the following. Consider a sequence of abelian groups {C q ) and homomorphisms 8, The process just described can be applied in the following three instances.
I. Groups. Let Q be a multiplicative group and G an abelian group written additively. Assume further that Q operates on G, that is, that for each x(EQ and gÇ^G an element #g£G is given such that The relation ôô = 0 is verified by computation. The resulting cohomology group H q (Q, G) is called the qth. cohomology group of Q over G. Note that the operators of Q on G are part of the definition and a change in these operators will generally alter the group H*{Q,G).
II. Associative algebras. Let A be an associative algebra over a field F, and F a vector space over the same field. Assume further that F is a two sided 4-module, that is, that for every a£4, vÇ: V elements av and va of F are defined which are bilinear functions of a and v 9 where the symbol under the circumflex is to be omitted. The resulting cohomology group H q (L, P) is called the qth. cohomology group of L over P and clearly is a vector space over F. In the special case when V~F and the representation P is trivial (that is, when Px -0 for all x(E£), the second part of the coboundary formula is zero. We then write H q (L) instead of H q (L, P). In all the three cases discussed above the convention prevails that a function of zero variables with values in G is an element of G. Thus C°(Q, G) =G, C\A, V) » V, C°(i, P) = V.
A certain common feature can be observed in all the points at which the cohomology theories defined above come into contact with established parts of algebra. The cocycles almost invariably arise as "deviations" from a certain simple behavior. This point is not sufficiently formalized to be discussed here, but will be emphasized as the various instances come up. A strong analogy with the "obstructions" considered in topology in problems on extension and classification of mappings and in the theory of fiber bundles is suggested. In some instances the "deviations" and the "obstructions" actually come into contact.
The definition of the cohomology groups of groups was given by the author and S. MacLane in 1943 ([12] , [13] , [IS] , see also Hopf [26] and Eckmann [ö] ). 2 The remainder of this paper is devoted to the discussion of these groups. After some preliminaries ( § §2-3) we describe ( § §4-8) the connections that have been established between this cohomology theory and other parts of algebra. This is followed ( § §9-13) by the description of some intrinsic properties of the cohomology groups; these are often helpful in actual computations. Some contacts with topology become apparent. Finally ( § §14-17) we give an account of the topological applications of the cohomology groups.
The cohomology theory of associative algebras was studied by Hochschild [22], [23], [24] . As yet, there are no applications to topology. Some of the algebraic results are analogous to the corresponding theorems in cohomology theory of groups.
The cohomology groups of Lie algebras were studied by Chevalley and the author [5] . The contact with topology is established by the fact that the cohomology groups (real coefficients) of the space of a compact Lie group are isomorphic to the cohomology groups of its Lie algebra. The theory is still in a very rudimentary stage and needs further development.
Alternative definitions.
If we compare the definition of the coboundary ôf for the cases of groups and associative algebras we observe that they are formally identical except for the right operator on the last term. The two formulae can be brought to coincidence by assuming that the group Q acts on G as a group of two-sided operators, that is, that in addition to the left operators of Q on G, the group Q operates on G also on the right in such a way that (gl + g*)* = glX + &%> (g*l)*2 = g(XlX 2 ), gl = g, (x 1 g)x 2 = Xi(gX 2 ).
The formula for 5/ is then modified by replacing the last term
The cohomology group H q (Q, G) thus obtained includes the earlier groups as special cases, namely when the right operators of Q on G are simple (that is, when gx=*g for all xÇzQ, g£G). It turns out that this generalization is not essential. In fact given that Q operates on G two-sidedly, define the group oG which coincides with G as a group but has Q as a group of left operators as follows x o g = xgxr 1 . 2) The first cohomology group H l (Q, G) is the group of crossed homomorphisms of Q into G reduced modulo the principal homomorphisms. If4he operators of Q on G are simple (that is, if xg = gfor all x and g) then H l (Q, G) is the group Horn (Ç, G) of all homomorphisms of Q into G.
The first cohomology group is useful in connection with the following concepts. Let G and P be groups with the group Q as a group of left operators. It is not assumed that P is abelian and it will be written multiplicatively. A pair (E, <t>) will be called a Q-enlargement of P by G provided: (1°) £ is a group with Q as left operators, (2°) G is a subgroup of E and a direct summand of E, (3°) the operators of Q on G agree with the operators of Q on E, (4°) 0 is an operator homomorphism of E onto P with G as kernel. Two Ç-enlargements (Eu <f>i), (E 2 , $2) of P by G are called equivalent if there is an operator isomorphism r:Ei«E 2 leaving G pointwise fixed and such that <j{>2T=$l.
A Q-enlargement (E, </>) of P by G is said to be inessential if there is an operator homomorphism ^:P-OE such that </>$ is the identity. The inessential enlargements form an equivalence class.
Multiplication of equivalence classes of enlargements is defined as follows. Given Ç-enlargements (Eu </>i) t (E 2 , $2) of P by G, consider the group E1XE2 and its subgroup F consisting of pairs (ei, e 2 ) with #1(01) =02(^2). Clearly F contains the group GXG. Let G be the subgroup of GXG defined by all the pairs of the form (g, g""* 1 ). The group GXG/(T can be identified with the group G by identifying each coset (gu gz)G with the element gi+g2. Now let E = F/G and define <j>:E->P by <f>[(ei, e 2 )G] =<f>i(ei) =$2(02), also define the operators of Q on E by setting x[(ei, e 2 )G] = (xei, xe 2 )G. With these definitions (E, <£) is a Q-enlargement of P by G which we define as the product (Ei, <£i) <S> (E 2 , #2).
(3.3) 7"Â£ equivalence classes of enlargements of P by G over Qform a commutative group Enl (Q, P, G). 77&e equivalence class of inessential enlargements is the zero element of this group.
To exhibit the connection of the group Enl (P, G, Q) with cohomology theory we consider homomorphisms dlP-^G. With addition and operators defined by
the homomorphisms 0 form an abelian group Horn (P, G) with Q as left operators. Let (E, <£) be a ^-enlargement of P by G. Since G is a direct summand of E and <j> maps E onto P with G as kernel, there exists a homomorphism x/ziP-^E such that <^ = identity. Unless the enlargement is inessential yp cannot be chosen to be an operator homomorphism. The expression
measures the deviation of \f/ from being an operator homomorphism. An application of <f> shows that (*) is in G, and for a fixed #£(?, (*) gives a homomorphism \[/*(x) of P into G. Thus i^*(#)£Hom (P, G) and i^GCKQ, Horn (P, G)). A computation yields
that is, 5^* = 0 and ip*E.Z l (Q y Horn (P, G)). If yf/ is replaced by another hojtnomorphism ypi:P->E such that 0^i = identity then ^-^ = 0 GHom (P, G) = C°(Ô, Hom (P, G)), and a computation shows that \l/*-\l/*~80. Thus the cohomology class {\[/*} of the cocycle ^* is independent of the choice of \f/ and is completely determined by the enlargement (£, <£). This yields a map Enl (Q, P, G) ->iï x (ö» Hom (P, G)). It is easy to see that this correspondence yields an isomorphism onto. and \{/* is a cocycle following the formula with two-sided operators. The discussion with left-operators corresponds then to the discussion with two-sided operators by means of the mapping 0 of §2. This discussion concerning enlargements is capable of the following generalization. Suppose that in addition to the group Q another group R is given that also operates on G and P on the right. We shall assume in addition that the operators of Q and R commute, that is, that
for #£(), r£P, gGG, ££P. We may then consider pairs (£, <£) which are simultaneously Q and P-enlargements and such that the operators of Q and R on E also commute. We shall then say that (E, <f>) is a Q-P-enlargement. The equivalence classes of Q-R-enlargements which are inessential as .^-enlargements form a commutative group Enlie (Q, P, G). The zero element of this group consists of the equivalence class of Ç-P-enlargements (E, </>) which are Q-i?-inessential, that is, of those for which there exists a homomorphism \p:P->E which is both a Q-and P-operator homomorphism such that <^ = identity. Replacing in the previous discussion all the homomorphisms d:P->G by P-operator homomorphisms, we find that the group Enl/g (Q, P, G) is isomorphic with the cohomology group H\Q, Horn a (P, G)) where HonijR (P, G) is the group of Roperator homomorphisms of P into G with the operators of Q defined as before.
The above discussion of enlargements is new, but is a close analogue of a similar discussion for associative algebras (Hochschild [24] ).
Group extensions.
The discussion of the 2nd and 3rd cohomology groups is closedly connected with the problem of group extensions ).
Consider a group £, an invariant subgroup K of E and a homomorphism <t>\E->Q mapping E onto Q with kernel K. Let G denote the center of the group K. For every eSE the mapping k -» eke~l is an automorphism of K; thus a homomorphism E->A(K) of E into the group A (K) of automorphisms of K is defined. The subgroup K maps into the subgroup I(K) of inner automorphisms of K. There results a homomorphism S:Q~>A(K)/I(K). Replacing kÇzK by gGG we also find a homomorphism (?->A(G). This means that Q operates on G. From now on we shall assume that Q, G and the operators of Q on G are fixed. The pair (£, 0) is then called an extension of Q belonging to the center G, the pair (K f 0) is then called the kernel of the extension (£, 0).
Two extensions (Ei, <f>i) and (£2, $2) are called equivalent if there is an isomorphism r of £1 onto £ 2 such that far-fa and r(g) =g for each g€zG.
Multiplication of equivalence classes of extensions is defined as follows. Given extensions (£1, <£i), (£ 2 ,0 2 ) of Q belonging to the center G, consider the group £iX£ 2 and its subgroup F consisting of pairs (fi, e%) with <£i(ei)=<£ 2 (e2). Clearly F contains the group GXG. Let G be the subgroup of GXG defined by all pairs of the form (g, g" 1 ) . The group GXG/ü can be identified with the group G by identifying each coset (gi, g 2 )G with the element gi+g 2 . Now let £=»P/5 and Extensions (E, <j>) in which K = G (that is, the kernel is abelian) form a multiplicative subsystem <tA(Q, G) of £((), G). The extension (E, <£) with K -G is said to split provided there exists a homomorphism \p : Q->E such <j>\p = identity. The splitting extensions constitute an equivalence class.
( 4.2
) The extensions with K -G form an abelian subgroup <zA(Q, G) of £(Q, G). The zero element of QA(Q, G) is also a zero element for £(Q, G) and is the equivalence class of the splitting extensions.
The extensions (E, <j>) with K -G are called the group extensions of Q by G, and QA(Q> G) is called the group of group extensions of Q by G (with the prescribed operators of Q on G). The first result connecting group extension and cohomology is the following.
( 4.3
) The group QA(Q, G) of extensions of Q by G is isomorphic with the second cohomology group H 2 (Q, G)
. The nature of this isomorphism will be explained in detail since it is typical of the method by which the cohomology theory enters into a problem of algebra.
Let (£, <£) be an element of an equivalence class of *A(Q, G). Then <t>:E->Q maps E onto Q with G as kernel and with prescribed operators. In an effort to split the extension we consider an arbitrary map u:Q->£ such that <j>u = identity. If the map u is a homomorphism the extension splits. In general u will not be a homomorphism and the deviation of u from a homomorphism is a function ƒ(#, ;y) defined by
Hence the associativity of E implies f(x, y)f(xy t z) = [xf(y, z)]f(x t yz)
and since all the elements are in G we can pass to additive notation :
8/=0
and f(EiZ 2 (Q, G). Thus the deviation ƒ (called factor set) is a cocycle; the cohomology class {ƒ} of this cocycle is independent of the choice of the representative function u and also of the choice of the extension (£, </>) within its equivalence class. This yields a map <:A{Q, G) ->H 2 (Q, G) which is easily verified to be an isomorphism onto. The cohomology class {ƒ} = F 2 (E, </>) attached to the extension (£, <j>) may be regarded as the obstruction against splitting (E, <£) ; the extension splits if and only if F 2 (E, <£)=0. The study of extensions of Q by G also leads to an interpretation of the first cohomology group H 1^, G) (Baer [2] ). Let (£, <j>) be an extension of Q by G. In the group A (E) of automorphisms of E consider the subgroup Ai consisting of automorphisms a which satisfy 0a=0. Then setting m(e) = a(e)e~1 yields a cocycle mE:Z 1 (E f G) with E operating on G as inner automorphisms. In A\ consider the subgroup A2 of all automorphisms which leave G pointwise fixed. If aÇzAz then there is a unique cocycle nÇ:Z 1 (Q i G) such that w$ = m. It is easy to see that A2 is abelian and that the correspondence a-*n yields an isomorphism Ai**Z\Q, G). Under this isomorphism ^(Q* G) corresponds to the subgroup A 3 of A 2 consisting of all automorphisms e->geg~x, g£G. Thus A 2 /Az^H 1 (Q 1 G). Before we proceed with the discussion of extensions whose kernel is not abelian, we must devote some attention to kernels.
Kernels. A Ç-kernel is a pair (K, 0) where K is a group and e:Q->A(K)/I(K)
is a homomorphism. If G is the center of K, then 0 induces a homomorphism that is, Q operates on G. We shall only consider Q-kernels with a fixed center G and fixed operators of Q on G. Equivalence of kernels is defined in the obvious way. Multiplication of equivalence classes of Q-kernels is defined as follows. Given kernels (Ki, 0i), (K 2f 62) consider the group K = KiXK 2 /G where G is the subgroup of GXG considered earlier. The group GXG/G, that we have identified earlier with G, is then the center of K. Let xÇzQ and let di(x) ^aJ{Ki) where aiÇzA(Ki), i = l, 2. Since a\ and a 2 coincide on G it follows that (cei, a 2 ) is an automorphism of K1XK2 which leaves G invariant. Thus (ai, a 2 ) defines an automorphism a of K. We have observed in §4 that each extension (£, <£) of Q belonging to the center G determines a Q-kernel (K, 0). However not every kernel is the kernel of an extension. This defines a subclass of extendible kernels, that is, of those Q-kernels which are kernels of extensions. Two Q-kernels (Ki, 0i) and
Since the product of extendible kernels is extendible, similarity classes of kernels can be multiplied.
( 5.2
) The similarity classes of Q-kernels with center G {and prescribed operators of Q on G) form an abelian group KXQ> G). The zero element of this group consists of the class of extendible Q-kernels.
The main result concerning kernels is the following (Eilenberg-Mac-
( 5.3
) The group JR^iQ, G) is isomorphic with the 3rd cohomology group H Z (Q, G). This isomorphism is established by a method similar to that used for (4.3). Let
(K, 0) be a Q-kernel. For each #EQ select a(x)ÇzA(Q) such that 0(x) =a(x)I(K). Then a(x)a(y) = j8(#, y)a(xy) where fi(xy)(EzI(K). Select h(x, y)G.K so that h{x, y)kh(x, j)" 1 = P(xy)(k).
Finally define ƒ (x, y, z) by [a(x), h(y, z)]h(x y yz) -fix, y, z)h(x f y)h{xy, z).
In the noncommutative sense ƒ is then the coboundary of h. A computation shows that ƒ is in the center of K, that is, in G, and that ƒ is a cocycle fÇiZ z (Q, G). The characteristic cohomology class {ƒ} = J F 8 (i£, 0) is independent of the choices made in the definition of/, and of the choice of (K, 0) within its equivalence class. A remark should be made concerning the normalization of the cocycles considered in §4 and this section. The cocycle of §4 will be normalized if and only if we select the representative function u so that u{\) = 1. In order to insure that the 3-dimensional cocycle of a kernel be normalized we select a(l) = 1 so that j8(l, y) =)3(^, 1) = 1. Then select h so that A(l, y) ~h{x % 1) = 1.
For further results concerning kernels see 7. Non-associative systems. The fact that the deviation ƒ defined in §4 by the equation u(x)u(y) : =f(x i y)u{xy) is a 2-cocycle is equivalent with the associativity law in the group £. This suggests that higher-dimensional cocycles may be obtained as deviations from the associativity law in suitable multiplicative systems. This point of view has been explored (Eilenberg-MacLane [17]) and leads to theorems generalizing (4.3) and employing the higher cohomology groups.
Let L be a loop (that is, a non-associative group). Given a, b, cÇ^L define the associator A {a, b, c) £L by the equation
The associator is then a measure of the deviation from associativity. To illustrate the tendency of the associator to behave like a 3-cocycle assume that L is commutative and that the associativity law holds whenever one of the three elements is itself an associator. where w>0, ai, • • • , a 2 », a££ and kÇzK. In addition we define the class 2?« consisting of those prolongations (L, <£) of Q by G which contain a prolongation (L\ 4>')olQbyG (that is, L'QL and#' agrees with 0 on I') of class 0*. We also define the class GQ by the condition K = G. Next we consider the class O^C\G^. This class contains both 0% and G^-x and therefore contains the class Q» ®(J£-I of products of prolongation in & n and G^x. We then define as in §5 the similarity classes of OlC\G h n modulo Q&®G%-V (7. In the case n=*0 the various classes can be interpreted so that this result reduces to the group extension case (4.3).
Let us consider the case n = 1 of (7.1) in more detail. A prolongation (L, <j>) is in the class ÓfC\G\ if A (a, 6, Jfe) = l and if A (a, &, c)EG. Thus we obtain the class 0fP\Gi by replacing conditions (iii) and 8. Connections with Galois theory. Let P be a field, N a finite, separable, and normal extension of P, and Q the Galois group of N over P. Each element XGQ is then an automorphism X: N->N leaving P pointwise fixed. Thus Q acts as a group of operators on both the additive group N + of N and the multiplicative group N x of the elements of N different from zero. N) . The base field P is not indicated in this notation as it simply is the field of all fixed points of N under the automorphisms of the group Q.
The "principal genus theorem in the small" asserts that
The cohomology groups H 2 (Q, N) and H 3 (Q, N) enter the picture in connection with the theory of simple algebras and crossed products.
Consider the totality of all central simple algebras A over P with the Kronecker product over P as multiplication. The similarity classes modulo algebras which are full matrix algebras over P form a group zA(P) called the Brauer group of algebra classes over P.
Let N be a finite separable and normal extension of P. For each algebra A over P construct the scalar extension A N^A XPN which is an algebra over N. If A is central simple over P then AN is central simple over N. The correspondence A-*AN yields a homomorphism
The kernel of this homomorphism will be denoted by <zA N (P) and consists of the algebra classes over P for which N is a splitting field.
(8.
2) The second cohomology group H 2 (Q, N) is isomorphic with the group aA N (P) of algebra classes over P split by N. This is a reformulation of a classical result and is obtained by constructing for each fÇ.Z 2 (Q, N) a crossed product algebra il = (f, Q, N) as follows. A is a vector space over N generated by symbols u(x) corresponding to elements #£(X The multiplication table is given by
With ƒ assumed normalized, u(l) is the unit element of A, The algebra A is central simple over P and has N as splitting field. Further every central simple algebra over P which is split by N is similar to a crossed product (ƒ, Q y N) with ƒ determined uniquely modulo coboundaries. This leads to (8.2) (see for instance Artin-NesbittThrall [1] ). The image of the homomorphism (*) will be denoted by <IAN(P) and will be used presently.
A central simple algebra A over N will be called Q-normal provided every automorphism in the group Q can be extended to an automorphism of the algebra A. Teichmiiller [33] has studied such algebras and has shown that if A is Q-normal then any algebra similar to A is Ç-normal. Thus the Ç-normal algebras determine a subgroup No(iV r ) of <iA(N). It is easy to see that
*AN(P)C HQ(N).
The connection between Q-normal algebras and the cohomology group £P(Q t N) was introduced by Teichmiiller who has defined a homomorphism
T*:HQ(N)->H*(Q, N).
This correspondence could be described in the language of §5 as follows.
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Let A be Q-normal and let K be the group of regular elements of A.
Then N x is the center of K. Since each automorphism x£Q can be extended to an automorphism of A each x£Q gives rise to subset 6{x) of the automorphism group A(K) The proof of (8.3) requires a detailed analysis of the Ç-normality of crossed products. The computations are considerable and the normalization conditions discussed in §2 are used extensively. See also MacLane [3l] for an alternative proof of a main lemma.
In the case when P is an algebraic number field, MacLane [30] has proved (without appeal to cohomology theory) that the group
HQ(N)/c/fjv(P)
is cyclic of order 5 where 5 is determined by the arithmetic properties of the extension N of P. Examples can be found with s>l; therefore H\{Q } N)?*0 in this case.
9. The first reduction theorem. We now turn to the intrinsic prop-erties of the cohomology groups of groups. The main problem consists in devising a method for computing the cohomology groups. In this connection the so-called "reduction theorems" are of great assistance. We call a "reduction theorem" any theorem that asserts that the cohomology group H q (Q, G) is isomorphic with a lower dimensional cohomology group of Q with a suitably altered coefficient group G.
In the reduction theorem that we are about to state it is convenient to use two-sided operators and normalized cochains. We first define Q as a group of two-sided operators on the group of cochains C n (Q, G) as follows 
Next we establish an isomorphism WC«(G,C»(G,G)) ~C«+"(Q,G)
by setting
for fGC q (Q, C n (Q, G)). A computation shows that r q , n is an operator isomorphism and that it commutes with the coboundary operator Consequently we obtain isomorphisms
This is the first reduction theorem (Eilenberg-MacLane [15]); it was originally discovered by Hochschild [22] for cohomology groups of associative algebras. If Q operates on G only on the left (that is, the right operators of Q on G are simple) we may combine the map T q , n with the map <j> of §2 and express the reduction theorem in terms of left operators only. Explicitly the formulae take the following form : In view of the reduction theorem it suffices to prove that H 2 (Q } G) = 0. This amounts to proving that every extension (E, </>) of Q by G splits. Let {#«} be a base for Q; select ^(x«)G£ so that 0^(x«) =x«. The map \[/ can be extended to a homomorphism ^ :()-»£. Since 0^ = identity, the extension splits.
10. The cup product reduction theorem. Let Gi, G 2 , G be additive abelian groups. We shall say that G\ and G 2 are paired to G, if for each gi£Gi and g 2 £G 2 an element giVJg 2 £G is given such that («i + gi) V g2 = ft U ft + ft' U ft, ft U (ft + gi) = ft VJ ft + ft U g a '.
If in addition Ç acts as a group of left operators on G u G 2 , G then we also require that for all x£<2 x(gi U ft) = #ft W #ft.
Given cochains fiÇzC p (Q> Gi), / 2 GG ff (Ç, G 2 ) we define a cochain fiVf 2 This yields cocycle U cocycle = cocycle, cocycle VJ cobound. = cobound., cobound. U cocycle = cobound., and thus leads to a pairing of the cohomology groups H P (Q, G±) and H«(Q, G 2 ) to the group H»+«(Q, G).
In the case of two-sided operators we also require that (giWg 2 )# -giX^Jgtfc and define/iU/ 2 by (/l W*)(*l. • • • , Xp+g) == Jl\%h * * * » #2y#p+l * * * #p+g ^ #1 * * * %pj2\%p+h * * * » %P+Q/* Suppose now that Q is given as a factor group F/i? where F is a free group (this amounts to describing Q by generators and relations). 11. Cohomology groups of cyclic groups. The cup product reduction theorem is particularly adaptable to the computation of the cohomology groups H q (Q, G) in the case of a cyclic group Q. Indeed if Q is cyclic of order h then Q^J/hJ and the group Horn (R 0 , G) in the reduction theorem is isomorphic to G. This method of computation is adopted in [IS] . In view of the frequency with which cyclic groups occur in the applications it may be of interest to have a more direct method for computing the cohomology groups of cyclic groups. The following, hitherto unpublished, discussion has been obtained by the author jointly with S. MacLane.
Let Q be a cyclic group of order h and y a generator of Ç. Let G be an abelian group with Q as left operators. We set By iterating <r we obtain homomorphisms (w^O) 
and the proposition follows by induction in i.
We shall consider the group of integers J (with Q operating trivially) as paired with G to the group G by setting
Further, define a cochain s y Ç.C 2 (Q, J) by *r(7', TO = 0 if i +i < A, 0 = i,i < A 9 ^M 70 = 1 iii+j^h,0£ i, j < h.
(ii) s y is a cocycle. This may be shown by a direct computation, using (i) to simplify the argument. Alternatively s y may be realized as the deviation ( = factor set) of a group extension (£, <j>) with E the additive group of rational numbers with denominator h, and <£:£->() the homomorphism <j>(m/h)~y m . The kernel of this extension is the group J. For each 7*G(?> 0 = i<A, choose u(y { )=i/h as representative. Then ^(7*)+w(70=^(7% 70+^(7* + 0» so that 5 is indeed the deviation and thus a cocycle. Since E is free this argument also shows that the cohomology class of s y is a cohomology class of the type used in the cup product reduction theorem.
A direct computation shows that
(iii) <r(syVf)=f, feC*(Q,G).

Setting for/GC«+ 2 ((?, G) and0£i<h
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we also find by direct computation (using (i)) that
Formulae (iii) and (iv) show that for q>0, <r maps
The inverse isomorphism is given by the correspondence ƒ->s 7 VJ/. This reduces the proof of (11.1) to the cases when w = 0.
For each g £ G define ^GCHQ, G) by Then, by direct computation (using (i)),
For each ƒ£#((?, G) define g=f(y).
Since /(7 m )=7/(7 i )+/(T) it follows that g 7 =ƒ. Further by (v) 0 = df = ôg y = s 7 U tf « so that Ng = 0 and g£Gj\r. Conversely, g 7 (7)=g and (v) shows that if Ng = 0 then g y is a cocycle. Thus the correspondence ƒ-»ƒ (7) 
Thus, by (iv), s a is cohomologous s y^J k = ks y . 12. Abelian extensions. We return to the interpretation of the cohomology group H 2 {Q, G), given in §4 as the group <tA{Q, G) of equivalence classes of group extensions (E, c/>) with Q as quotient and G as kernel and with prescribed operators of Q on G. Assume now that Q is abelian and that the operators of Q on G (which is also abelian) are simple. This does not in general imply that E is abelian. In order that E be abelian it is necessary and sufficient that the deviation (or factor set) fÇzZ 2 This isomorphism is a consequence of the cup product reduction theorem, but can also easily be proved directly. 
A similar result for homology groups has the form
where ® stands for the tensor product while * denotes a product called the u dual product" that will be discussed in §13 (H. Cartan and Eilenberg [4]).
13. Homology groups of groups. So far our discussion was concerned with the cohomology groups H q (Q t G) and their relations with other concepts of algebra. We now pass to the connections of these groups with topology. For the purpose of this discussion it is useful to have the homology groups H q (Q, G), G discrete abelian. We shall assume throughout this section that Q operates simply on the coefficient groups.
There are at least two methods of introducing these groups. One is based on Pontrjagin's duality theory of abelian groups. Consider a compact abelian group G. The group C a (Q, G) of cochains, which is isomorphic to a product of many copies of G, can then be topologized in a natural fashion so as to become a compact abelian group. In this way the cohomology group H q (Q, G) becomes a compact abelian group, if G is compact. Given now a discrete abelian group G consider the character group ChG which is compact and define This complex K(Q) has sufficiently many properties of a simplicial complex to allow for the usual definition of chains, cochains, homology and cohomology groups. For instance a g-cochain with coefficients in G is a function ƒ which to each g-simplex <r assigns an element ƒ{&) £G. The coboundary 5/is defined by Q+l for every (g+l)-simplex <r. It thus becomes apparent that the cochains in K(Q) are simply the cochains of Q in G. With Q operating simply on G, the coboundary operators also coincide so that
. Now we can define the homology group
The second method has the added advantage in that it shows that the various theorems concerning the relations of the various homology and cohomology groups of groups in an abstract complex also hold for the homology and cohomology groups of groups. In particular the isomorphisms
hold, where H q (Q) ~H q (Q, J) is the integral homology group. The "Künneth relations" in the cartesian product of two complexes are also applicable to the direct product of two groups and yield an isomorphism (H. Cartan and Eilenberg [4] )
p+q=*r p+q+k=r Formulae (13.1)-(13.3) allow for a complete computation of the groups H q (Q, G) and H q (Q, G) for Q an abelian group with a finite number of generators and with Q operating trivially on G. This was done using a more explicit method by Lyndon [28].
The integral homology group H 2 (Q) can be given an alternative description. Let Q = F/R where F is a free group. In addition to the commutator group [F, F] , consider the group [F, R] spanned by the elements ara" ml r""
This isomorphism is an easy consequence of the cup product reduction theorem. Hopf 14. Relations between the fundamental group and homology groups. Let X be an arcwise connected topological space and #*£X.
Relative to x* as base point we define the fundamental group 7Ti«7ri(X) and the higher (abelian) homotopy groups 7r» =7r t (X), i>\. The homology and cohomology groups H q (X, G) and H q (X y G) are defined using singular simplexes, that is, maps T:s-^>X where 5 is a euclidean simplex with ordered vertices. Since X is arcwise connected, we may without loss of generality assume that T maps all the vertices of s into the point x*.
The homotopy group ir q (X) has a natural homomorphism into the integral homology group H q (X), the image of this homomorphism is denoted by X q (X) and is called the spherical subgroup of H q (X). The spherical subgroups S fl (X, G) of H q (X, G) can also be defined for an arbitrary coefficient group G. In the cohomology group H q (X, G) we distinguish the subgroup A q (X t G), called the group of spherical annihilators, which is the annihilator of 2 q (X) under the natural pair- if i = 0,
If we compare this with the definition of the complex K(TI) in §13 we notice that the correspondence K:T->(XI, • • • , x q ) maps the singular chains of X into chains of K(xi) and that this correspondence commutes with the boundary operator. This leads to homomorphisms
K:H q (X,G)->H q (w h G).
Similarly we obtain a map for cochains K: 
This theorem shows the extent to which the group wi determines the homology structure of X. All the isomorphisms are achieved by the correspondences K described above. The correspondence K for cochains commutes properly with the operation of constructing cup products (in 7Ti and in X). More precisely if G\ and G 2 are paired to the group G and hEH h (wu Gi), feGfl^Ori, G % ) then «(iiUfc) =K(AI)U*(*0.
Thus for i\-\-H ^S<7, the group 7ri also determines the cup products in X. In (14.1) the groups £T<(TI, G) and H^TI, G) are understood with 7Ti operating trivially on G. If we consider homology and cohomology groups with so-called "local coefficients," that is, coefficients G admitting 7Ti as a group of operators, the isomorphisms (14.1) remain valid, provided the various groups are suitably interpreted.
As a very special case of (14.1) we obtain the relation 15. Generalizations of (14.1). Theorem (14.1) has been extended in several directions.
In the situation of (14.1), the group TV\{X) determines the factor group H q (X)/X q (X) of the integral homology group, while the subgroup 2q(X) is a factor group of the qth homotopy group. This leads one to conjecture that perhaps 7ri, w g and the operators of ir\ on 7r a jointly determine H q (X) (assuming 7r, = 0 for Ki<q).
This is not the case as can be shown by examples [19; 34] . In order to obtain a description of H q (X) in terms of homotopy invariants, a new invariant seems to be necessary. This new invariant 19] ) is an element k q+1 (X) of the (algebraic) cohomology group H Q+1 (TU Tq), with 7Ti operating on w gf and is defined whenever 7r t =0 for Ki<q.
The invariant k q+1 (X) suffices to describe the groups H q (X, G) and H q (X, G) in a purely algebraic manner. The theorem to this effect yields (14.1) as a special case. The definition of k q+1 (X) may be roughly described as follows. Consider the function K which maps the singular chains of X into those of K(TI). In order to prove (14.1),an "inverse" function R mapping the chains of Kfa) is defined such that il commutes with d and KK is the identity. The definition of K utilizes the fact that 7J\ = 0 for Ki<q and can therefore be carried out only up to the dimension q inclusive. The invariant k q+1 (X) is obtained by measuring the obstruction against the continuation of k to the dimension q-\-l.
The invariant k*(X) ÇzH*(wi t 7r 2 ) is defined for every (arcwise connected) topological space. Suppose now that X is a simplicial complex containing at least two 2-simplices. Let S be the 1-dimensional skeleton of X and assume that the base point x* has been chosen in S. The group 7r 2 (X) then maps isomorphically onto the center of the relative homotopy group 7r 2 (-X", 5) and there also is a natural homomorphism 7n(X)-^(7r 2 (X, S))/J(TT 2 (X, S)) (see §5). Thus TT 2 (X, S) may be regarded as a 7Ti(X)-kernel. The characteristic cohomology class of this kernel is precisely k z (X) (MacLane [32]). Theorem (14.1) has also been extended by replacing the fundamental group by some higher homotopy group. In this order an abstract complex K(Q, n) is defined for an abelian group Q and an integer n>l. The homology and cohomology groups of K(Q, n) over G are denoted by H q (Q, n, G There are many indications that the study of the groups iï 5 ((?, w, G) will cast light on some of the unsolved problems of homotopy theory. Interesting results have been obtained by G. W. Whitehead [35] for the case q^n+3, by constructing a space X satisfying the conditions of (15.1) with ir n (X)oeQ. A purely algebraic study of the groups H q (Q, n, G), falling back on the algebraic complex K(Q, n), has been undertaken by the author and S. MacLane, and is in progress. So far, complete results were obtained only for q^n -2.
Extensions of (14.1) and (15.1) to the case of relative homotopy and homology groups have been made by Blakers [3] .
16. Equivariant groups of complexes with operators. The constructions leading to the proof of (14.1) were carried out in the space X, Instead one might carry out these constructions in the universal covering space X of X and treat ir\(X) as a group of homeomorphisms operating on JT. One is thus lead to the study of complexes and spaces with a group of operators (Eckmann [6] , Eilenberg [9] ) which furnishes generalizations of (14.1) in a different direction.
Let K be an abstract complex. We shall say that Q operates on K if, for every q> the group Q operates (on the left) on the group of qchains C q (K) in such fashion that the boundary operator d\C q (K) -+C q -i(K) is an operator homomorphism. Let G be an abelian coefficient group with Q as a group of (left) operators. A g-cochain ƒ of K over G, that is, a homomorphism ƒ :
The coboundary of an equivariant is equivariant and therefore using equivariant cochains throughout we arrive at an equivariant cohomology group H q 6 (K, G). This group admits a natural homomorphism
H\(K, G) -> H\K, G)
into the ordinary cohomology group of K.
The complex K is called acyclic in dimensions less than q if the integer homology groups Hi{K) vanish for i<q, with H 0 (K) interpreted as the reduced homology group. We shall say that Q operates on K freely provided for each g^O, the group C q (K) contains a set O tf such that the elements xw (#£(?, <o£&«) form a free base for the abelian group C q (K), It can be shown quite easily that if K is acyclic in dimensions less than q and Q operates freely on K t then the equivariant cohomology groups Hl(K f G) t i<q, are completely determined by Q, G and the operators of Q on G. In order to find precisely what these groups are, associate with the group Q an abstract complex KQ as follows : 
In particular if Q operates without fixed points on a topological space X, acyclic in dimensions less than q, then Q operates freely on the singular complex S(X) of X and (16.1) can be applied.
In order to derive (14.1) (for cohomology only) from (16.1) the following facts are needed: (1°) iri(X) operates on the universal covering space X without fixed points, (2°) the condition 7r*(X)==0 for l<i<q is equivalent with the acyclicity of X in dimensions less than q, (3°) under the natural projection X->X, the group Hl(%> G) maps isomorphically onto the group H*(X, G), to be taken with local coefficients if TTI(X) operates on G, (4°) if Tn(X) =0 for 1 <i<q then the kernel of
iïf(JP, G)->H q (JC, G) is mapped isomorphically onto the subgroup A*(X, G) of H*(X, G).
In In order to obtain the equivariant theory assume that Q operates on G and take \f/ to be the group of all functions x-+xg, g(~G.
The next important case is the "almost zero" theory where \[/ is taken to be the group of all functions Q->G which are zero except for a finite number of elements of Q. This choice is especially important if K is a locally finite simplicial (or cellular) complex which has a finite fundamental domain relative to the operators of Q. In this case the ^-cochains are the finite cochains of Q so that H$,(Q, G) is the coho- Curiously enough, this invariant remains in the group H q+1 {Q, G), which is the equivariant group of KQ. This shows that the equivariant theory has some features of universality.
Using the "almost zero" theory Eckmann has proved the following theorem due to Specker (unpublished).
(17.2) In an orientable 3-dimensional manifold the fundamental group 7Ti determines the homotopy group 7r 2 :
7T2 « n^iri, /)
where J is the additive group of integers. 
